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1. Introduction. Molecular robotics are a promising approach for biomedical applications. Molecular robots (nanobots) can operate inside a living body [2, 3, 1, 11], carrying out molecular actions, such as releasing a molecular payload only under some environmental conditions or shielding the body from toxic payloads [4]. If used as a platform for drug delivery, a nanobot can, in principle, overcome many of the safety issues, as drugs are released only in the presence of their targets. Nano-scale devices—including but not limited to nano-robots—may also be used to carry out computations [13], but our focus here is on robotic tasks (such as drug delivery) rather than arbitrary computations.

Currently, every nanobot must be designed by experts, for the specific task: medical expertise must meet nanobot design expertise. As procedures grow in complexity, the challenge is exacerbated: nanobot developers mix different types of nanobots—each type specifically tailored—in nanobot cocktails (swarms), such that the medical outcome emerges out of the interactions of the various nanobots [10].

Recent advances have begun to explore generic nanobot arch-types, which can be “programmed” (specialized) in specific ways. Recently developed nano-particles [11] serve as an example. These nanobots are built from a nanometer-scale gold bead, to which various DNA strands can be attached, e.g., to bind with specific biomarkers. The DNA-based clamshell [4] and walker [8] nanobots are other examples.

The development of programmable nanobot arch-types offers an opportunity to consider tools for programming nanobot cocktails. Inspired by modern software development environments, which separates high-level programming languages from specific CPU details, we aim to allow medical professionals to directly program treatments in a Athelas, a medication programming language. the design of Athelas is motivated by the success of rule-based systems at capturing expert knowledge [6, 7].

A compiler (Bilbo) translates Athelas programs to nanobot specifications, which implement the program. The compiler relies on a library of generic nanobot arch-types, and specializes them to create the specific roles needed for the swarm.

We believe this separation between medical expertise and nanobot design expertise can significantly accelerate the development of new medical treatments relying on nanobot technology: Medical experts will program treatments. Molecular roboticists will develop generic nanobots. And compilers will synthesize swarms of nanobots that carry out the programs, with performance and safety guarantees.

2. The Athelas Language. We consider nanobot tasks such as moving compounds between locations in the body, picking compounds (by molecular binding), or exposing (and sometimes releasing) them in diseased areas. To specify tasks, we adopt a rule-based programming paradigm, in which programs are specified by sets of rules that are continuously considered in parallel, against changing conditions [5]).

Each rule has four clauses. The Initialize clause specifies the set of payloads to be built into the drug when it is injected (i.e., before any action is taken). The When and Until clauses are each composed of a set of tests, e.g., pH level or concentration of a specific chemical in specific location. The When tests must hold in order for the drug to become activated (here, when the concentration of Y in the vicinity of T is above 5mol/m^3). The Until terminate the activity of the drug. The Actions clause contains the actions to be executed when the drug is active, e.g., pick, drop, protect, expose, disable and other actions.

3. The Bilbo Compiler. The Bilbo compiler takes two inputs: an Athelas program, and a library of generic robot types (with defined ways of parameterizing them, including parameterizable preparation
protocols). It then synthesizes a specification for a heterogeneous swarm of specialized nanobots, which would carry out the program, once deployed. The output specification for each specialized robot includes a specialized preparation protocol.

The compilation process is done in two phases. A front-end phase consists of the lexical and syntax analyzers, generates finite state machines (FSMs) representing the rules. The back-end phase then transforms such FSMs into a final nanobot swarm specification (recipe). This is done by a graph-rewriting approach, with specific operators for merging, expanding FSM transitions and states, and rejecting incorrect paths. At the end of this process, an AND/OR graph emerges, which represents all possible nano-swarms (cocktails) that can carry out the program. The compiler uses the AO* [9] algorithm to determine an optimal AND/OR path in the graph, which corresponds to a specific heterogeneous swarm, made of specialized nanobot arch-types and their preparation protocols.

4. Validation Elsewhere [12], we reported on experiments where the compiler was used to generate cocktails with 2–5 nanobot types, made of clamshell and nano-particle arch-types. While we continue our work on this front, we want to report here on other validation work we are carrying out.

In particular, since the generated nanobot swarms are intended to one day serve in biomedical applications, we also consider safety and performance guarantees. We have proven that the main compilation algorithms are complete, meaning that all possible cocktail alternatives are found. We have additionally proven that these algorithms are sound, meaning that any cocktail found by the system is indeed a valid one (in the sense of matching the Athelas program).
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